
Naim NAP 350
 

More Power (by a lot) than a NAP 500 DR. A design philosophy taken directly from the NAP S1 

mono amps. We have been wanting Naim to make this amp for years. Surprisingly affordable and 

we have yet to find a speaker that it can’t drive to above concert levels with ease. It also does 
whisper quiet extremely well too. It’s fast, exciting, and even more musical than we could have 
hoped for.

As a true mono amp, Naim have moved away from housing the power supply in a separate box. 
After quite literally years of R&D, Steve Sells (Naim’s head designer) discovered how to locate the 
output stages of the amp right next to the transformer - and he has done this in a way that has 

brought huge benefits to every aspect of the amps performance.

Naim have done it again and brought to market products that not only blow away 

their forebears but are also sure to stand the test of time.

Happily, resale values of the previous generation kit is still strong so any upgrade is 
likely to cost less than you think! We will also be showing many other products and 

ranges and we will look forward to seeing you there!
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Visit us 17 Hoole Road, Chester CH2 3NH

We are pleased to invite you to our annual show 
 

For the first time in over 20 years Naim Audio have launched a radically new 
dedicated Pre-Amp called the Naim NAC 332 as well as a powerful set of true Mono 
amplifiers called the Naim NAP 350. These combined with the brand new NSC 333 

streamer come together to form a cutting edge system.

 

Of course, you can incorporate any of these new components in your existing 
system. See overleaf for a breakdown of these new products.

Sat 18th & Sun 19th November | 10am-5pm

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel & Spa Chester



We have designed this event so that you can hear the new Naim 

300 series with a brand of speaker that you are familiar with. 

Some of the finest speakers made today will be playing. Let the 
battle commence - which pair will you choose?

Naim NSS 333 streamer
 

A replacement streamer for both the Naim NDX2 and the older but more expensive NDS. 
This streamer has been designed from the ground up to be at the cutting edge of streaming 
technology. Interestingly, it actually uses a DAC with a slightly lower specification than has 

been the case with Naim streamers to date. However, (and it’s a big however) the DAC chip 

Naim have elected to use this time allows for a far superior power supply arrangement to the DAC 

within the player - which until now was not possible. This combined with the Shark processor 
doing more of the work than ever allows this steamer to rise right to the top of 

digital audio reproduction. 

It can be used as a standalone player, or with either the recently launched NPX300 power supply, 
XPS DR or the 555PS DR power supply. Wonder how streaming can get even better, take a listen 

Naim NAC 332

The first Naim pre-amp ever to use an on-board power supply. The lessons learned from the 
development of their flagship £76,000 NAC S1 Pre-amp have gone directly into the new NAC 
332. It is quite literally a cut down S1 - and that’s no bad thing; as the S1 is in our view the best 
pre-amp ever to have been made.

In true Naim form you can also upgrade it with a separate power supply – but it is so capable by 
itself too. A replacement for both the 282 and 252 it is versatile and flexible – does it snip at the 
heels of a NAC 552 DR? Come and hear for yourself!

Dynaudio - will be presenting their formidable 

Confidence 60. With scale rarely found and an utterly 
natural sound these speakers are something special.

Bowers and Wilkins will be showing the new 801 
and 805 D4 Signature speakers. They say it is the 
best speaker they have ever made and we agree. 

Focal will be running speakers from their iconic 

Utopia line. While the more compact Sopra 2 
speakers will also be making an appearance.

Kudos Audio will be running their popular Titan 
808s active – with 3 new NAP 250 power amps!

KEF will also be joining us for the first time this year 
with some of their unique Blade speakers as well as 

some of their beautiful stand mount speakers.  


